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Suck-up Velocity of an Eddy Separated at the Tip of a Headland : 

A comparison of theoretical and experimental data 

Chokei hOSU*l， Shinya OTAKE*2 and Makoto NAKAMURA *2 

Abstract 

A theory related to the suck-up phenomenon and the generation period of eddy separated at the tip of a 

headland has been developed. When the boundary layer develops in front of a headland wall and flow separation 

occurs at the tip of the headland， eddies are generated and flow down accompanying spin down and suck-up phe 

nomena. By using the 1/7 -th-power velocity distribution law and Prandtl巴'smixing-length出巴ory，it is derived 

theoretically that the boundary layer thickness which develops along the headland wall is proportional to the head-

land length. After th巴 eddyseparation， the eddy is treated with the Rankine Combined Vortex. An excess 

kinetic en巴rgyappears virtually in the separat巴deddy itself owing to the spin down of eddy and the exc巴ssenergy 

is consumed in sucking up the bottom waters. The suck-up velocity is deduced as W = r/(2π日)， where r is the 

circulation and “a" is the radius of separated巴ddy.

1. Introduction 

Waters around headlands have unique flow patterns; 

eddies are formed when flow s巴parationoccurs near the 

tip of the headland， oscillatory tidal currents and their 

couplings le坦dto complex flow patterns. These waters 

have high biological productivities and form good fishing 

grounds， being unique flow environments. 

In a variety of coastal environments， the generation 

of巴ddiesbehind islands and headlands h直sbeen observedll 

サ lMeso scale eddies of 1-10km diamet巴rare commonly 

observed in coastal waters and play a major role in the dis-

persion of nutrients in the water column2l. The strongly 

nonlinear flow associated with the development of these 

eddies has a substantial influence on fluid and s巴diment

transport processes， including the trapping of sediment in 

the cores of the eddi巴s，and the enhanced dispersion of 

fluid by the straining motion of eddiesllー引
. The previous 
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research papers hav巴 dealtwith the important physical fea 

tures of the eddies. However， there are no papers discuss-

ing another important feature of the sucking up phenomenon 

of eddies except for the investigation by Itosu et al4l. They 

mention in their paper that the suck-up phenomenon plays 

an improtant role in the formation of good fishing grounds 

around headlands， since nutrient rich bottom waters ar巴

probably lifted up from the bottom layer and dispersed into 

the middle-or-upper layers. They carried out laboratory 

巴xperimentson the formation and巴volutionof eddies sepa-

rat巴dat th巴 tipof a flat plate. The flat plate was regarded 

as an idealized headland and placed at right angles to the 

main flow. The spin down of separated eddies causes the 

sucking up of bottom boundary waters. They also developed 

a theory on the generation period of eddies and their suck-

ing up velocity， based on the assumption that the kinetic 

energy loss of an eddy， due to its spin down， is equivalent 

to the energy us巴dto create the sucking up velocity. They 

called this sucking up phenom巴nonof eddies an “upwelling" 

because it has a vertical component drawing materials 

towards the surface layer. They compared experimental 

results with theory on the separation period and sucking 

up velocity of eddies， and demonstrated that the theory is 

consistency between emprirical and th巴or巴ticaldata which 

is useful in the explanation of the upwelling phenomenon. 

They showed indirectly the existence and volume of water 

displaced by upwelling by measuring the changes of dye 

concentration in the wake region behind the plate. Their 

experiments， however， were carried out in constant water 
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depth (about llcm in depth)， and the number of experi 

mental replicates were also a few (5 cases of measurement 

of the separation periods). In addition， no upwelling veloci 

ties were measured directly because of technical difficulties 

To confirm further the validity of the theory， therefore， it 

is necessary to carry out more experiments for comparison 

with the theory. 

In this study， laboratory experiments on th巴generation

periods of eddies and sucking up velocities ar巴 undertaken

in different water depths， and the results are compared to 

calculated values. The sucking up velocities are obtained 

by analyzing video records of the movements of the dyed 

bottom-boundary-waters using an image analyzer..This paper 

focuses first on the phenomena which occur in the wake 

and surrounding region behind th巴 flatplate regarded as an 

idealized model of a headland. It also describes what role 

the separated eddies play in the water in the bottom bound-

ary layer and r巴vi巴wsthe previous experimental data. Th巴

remainder of the paper considers the theory of the genera-

tion periods and suck-up velocities of eddies， using the 

boundary layer theorem and the Kelvin's theorem on circu-

lation in barotropic flows. 

2. Suck-up phenomenon of eddies 

The water chann巴1used in this study has dimensions 

of 2m in 1巴ngth，O.4m width and 0.3m depth. The water 

circulation system is shown in Fig. 1. The acrylic plate 

which may be regarded as the headland in the model is 

placed at right angles to the main flow. The wake control 

plate is placed parallel to and off the headland to regulat巴

the longitudinal length and area of the wake developing 

behind the headland. To observe the development and evolu-

一--1 30 同一

(Uni !:cm) 

Fig.l Water circulating system and channel di-

mensions (units in cm). 

Water depths are changed by varying the weir height. 
Upper : plane view， lower: side view， A: discharge Con-
trol valve， B : pump， C : rectify ing device. 

tion of eddies， an aluminum powder suspension method was 

used to rev巴althe flowing water containing the aluminum 

powder using a slit-formed laser light with a 20W output. 

When flow separation occurs at the tip of the headland， 

eddies are formed， which then flow down along the outer 

boundary of the wake. The flow in the middle layer was 

made visible by rele泡singmethylen巴 bluesolution through 

two nozzles with lmm in diameter causing two stream lin巴s.

The flow pattern in the bottom boundary layer in the 

immediate vicinity of the channel bed was made visible by 

sprinkling methyl巴n巴bluepowder onto the bed. 

A typical flow pattern around the headland and outside 

the wake region b巴tweenthe headland and the control plate 

is shown in Fig.2， bas巴don the visualization tests (s巴e

photo 1 and 2 in the pr巴viouspaper4
)). Fig. 2 shows som巴

of the distinctive features. One is the marked differ巴nces

between the paths of the middle lay巴rstreamlines and that 

of the bottom layer streamlines. In th巴 regionpast th巴

headland the radius of curvature of the streamlines of the 

middle layer is larger than that of th巴 bottomlayer. The 

second feature is that the bottom layer streamlines end at 

near the boundary of the wake along which the separated 

eddies are advected and the bottom layer streamlines unite 

into one streamline and do not run into the wake region 

through the boundary. The diameters of the eddies increase 

as they move in a downstream dir巴ction.These phenomena 

can be explained as the following: when the main flow is 

impinging on the wake control plate， a high pressure zone 

appears commonly in the front zone of th巴plat巴.Th巴wak巴

region behind the headland is also another high pressure 

zone， the separat巴d巴ddiesflow down along the low pressure 

zone between the two high pressure zones. The pressure 

gradient is the driving force of the secondary flows toward 

-同1

bj 
BOttom layer 

L 

Fig.2 Diagrammatic presentation of the flow 

pattern in region past the headland. 

Solid and broken curves show the middleーlayerand bot-
tom-boundary-layer streamlines respectively. P. : headland 
lenght， L: distance between headland and wake control 
plate 
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the eddy' s moving path and also result in th巴largercurvature 

of the bottom lay巴rstreamlines as shown in Fig. 2. A por-

tion of the produced s巴condaryflows will be sucked up into 

th巴 s巴paratededdies together with the surrounding bottom 

layer waters and the remaining portion become an upwelling 

with a small velocity at the low pressure zone corresponding 

to the eddy's moving path. Obviously separat巴deddi巴S

strengthen the upwelling phenomena and exert much influ 

ence on the bottom streamline's bending shape. Photo 1 

shows the mov巴m巴ntsof the dye adhered to the channel bed 

around the zone where eddies are advected. In the photo， 

the dye being elevated from the channel bed can clearly 

b巴 recogniz巴d.This photo shows that the separated eddies 

suck up surrounding bottom waters. 

Thes巴 featuresin the flow pattern ultimately imply 

that the bottom boundary layer waters， at the street of 

eddies in the region between the headland and the wake 

control plate， are sucked into the s巴paratededdies moving 

along the edg巴 ofthe wake. The bottom boundary layer 

waters flow into the eddies through the bottom surfaces of 

eddies which may be consid巴redas the upper surface of the 

viscous sub-layer in the turbulent bottom boundary layer， 

and disperse into the cores of eddies. After the eddy sepa-

rates， its diamet巴rb巴comeslarger due to its spin down as 

it moves in a downstream direction， and the total energy 

of the eddy decreases by the same amount of energy used 

to suck up the bottom boundary layer water. On the basis 

of this interpretation related with the suction phenomenon， 

W巴 havedeveloped a theoretical model on the suction phe 

nomenon in the following section. 

3. The suction model 

(1) Formation 01 the smallest eddy and evaluation 01 its 

diameter 

We now consider a flow field in which a steady flow 

with a velocity Uo impinges on a headland wall placed at 

right angles to the steady flow. The flow dir巴ctionchanges 

gradually as it approaches the headland and the flow dir巴C

tion becomes progressively parallel to the wall as it becomes 

close to the tip of the headland. In this way， the flow has a 

velocity component parallel to the wall. Sinc巴 theviscous 

flow must adhere to the wall， a boundary layer is formed 

as known in the case for a smooth flat plate at zero inci-

dence，5) developing along the front surfac巴 ofa headland 

wall. Eddi巴soccur when the flow s巴parat巴sat the tip of 

the headland， the initial巴ddywith a minimum diameter is 

form巴dat a distanc巴 fromthe headland tip. The diameter 

of this initial eddy depends on the boundary layer thickness 

、
、

、
、

f 
U 

/ 

ao 

¥ 、、

Fig.3 Separation model and definition. 

8 : boundary-layer thickness developing along 
headland wall， U 0: steady main flow， U: mean 
velocity in the boundary-layer， U: tangential 
velocity at the periphery of the circle with a 
radius 8 that is the boundary-layer thickness at 
the tip of headland. y: normal distance from 
the headland surface 

8 at the tip of the headland and the v巴locityU of the main 

flow at the distance of 8 from the wall. Assuming that the 

boundary layer thickness increases with increasing distance 

from the horizontal base of the headland at the wall and the 

thickness 8 at the tip of the headland is proportional to the 

headland length R.， the boundary layer thickness is given by 

8=KR. )
 

-(
 

• • • • • 
・

where K is a proportional constant. With this assumption 

the boundary lay巴rthickness near th巴 tipof a headland is 

defined as a length that corresponds to the radius of a vir-

tual quarter circle OAB in Fig. 3. This means that the area 

of the quarter circl巴 isequal to that of the small巴steddy 

formed first after flow separation. Howev巴r，it must be 

noticed that the boundary layer thickness defined here is 

different in physical meaning from th巴“displacementthick 

ness" or the“momentum thickn巴ss"in the case of a plate in 

parallel flow and at zero incidence. This representation is 

examined both experimentally and analytically in this paper. 

After the flow s巴paratesat the headland tip， eddies are 

formed at a distance in the downstream direction from th巴

tip 0 as shown in Fig. 3. The circulation r or strength of 
the eddies with a minimum diamet巴rmust be equal to that 

of th巴 quartercircle OAB with a radius 8， then 
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f= J Utds ……(2) 
JOAB 

where ds is th巴 line巴l巴mentalong the ark AB， Ut is the 

tangential velocity on the quarter circle OAB. Since the 

tangential velocity Ut n巴arlyequals the v巴locityU at th巴

outer巴dgeof the boundary layer and is taken zero along 

the lines OA and OB which are right angl巴sto the mean 

flow， the circulation f is 

f=π8U/2 )
 

内
べ
U(
 

• • • • • 
・

After tM separation， we deal with the eddies as fre巴巴ddies

in an inviscous fluid in which the circulation of an巴ddyis 

conservative， in other words， constant in time. Th巴refore

th巴 circulationfo of the smallest eddy is 

r;，=2πQoUo -・・・(4)

where ao and Uo ar巴 theradius and the velocity in the pe-

riphery of th巴 eddyr巴spectively.From Eq. (3) and (4)， th巴

radius is 

。"=8U/4!ゐ )
 

「
円

υ(
 

• • • • • 
・

Assuming that the area of the smallest eddy equals that of 

a quart巴rcircle， then the radius is 

。0=8/2=KP./2 -・・・・(6)

(2) Generation period and suck-up velocity 

The generation period and the suck -up v巴locityar巴

formulat巴das follows. We assume that the period of the 

eddy gen巴rationT is equal to the time required to move 

the particle from A to B (Fig. 3). Taking ω'P as the angular 

velocity of the fluid particle， th巴nT=π/(2ωp).As the par-

ticle velocity U is given by 曲p8， the g巴nerationperiod of 

eddy separation T is then given by 

co日ト
Fig. 4 Overall velocity distribution of the Rank-

ine Combined Vortex:' 
γ: radial distance from the center of the core， a: radius， 

r : vortex strength or circulation， v: tangential velocity 

T=π8/(2U) = f /U2 =πK.e/(2U) ……(7) 

The separated eddies move downstream in the irrota匂

tional r巴gionoutsid巴 thecore of巴ddies，along th巴 outer

edge of th巴 wakebehind the headland and increase th巴ir

diameters and d巴creasetheir spinning velocities It is ap-

propriat巴 toconsider the eddy as a Rankine Combined 

Vortex6l which is the combination of the rotational core 

and surr6unding irrotational region. The fluid in the core 

of an eddy moves with a constant circulation. Thus， the 

tang巴ntialv巴locityv in th巴 coreand outside of a single 

eddy with a radius a at an arbitrary time after s巴paration

is given by: 

v=fγ/(2πa2
) atγ<a. v=f/(2πr) at r>。

・・・・(8)

where γis the radial distance from the center of the core. 

The overall v巴locitydistribution is sketched in Fig. 4. The 

total kin巴ticenergy of a single eddy Ea is given by 

Ea= (ρ/2)f21l'rh内 γ ・H ・(9)
JO 

where p and h are the density of wat巴rand th巴 waterdepth 

or the core height. respectively (more rigorously the depth 

subtracted from water depth by the thickness of the viscous 

sub-layer or“laminar sub-layer" which app巴arsin the 

immediate area of a chann巴1bed in the boUom boundary 

lay巴r).Using Eqs. (8) and (9)， the energy diff，巴rencedE be-

tw巴巴nthe eddy with the radius “日"and that with th巴“a+da"

is given by 

dE=向 [LG12dY+LP

fo~v2dr -Loorv2drJ 

一_---.!!.庄LJR
4πa 

....(10) 

r 

Eq. (10) means that if an eddy increases its radius by da as 

moving in the downstream direction， then the total energy 

of the eddy decreases by the quantity of dE. In other words， 

when an eddy mov巴s，increasing its diameter in a perfect 

fluid with a constant depth， the excess energy appears 

virtually. Assuming that the excess energy is complet巴Iy

consumed in sucking up bottom waters first close to the 

bed， then th巴 volumeof the core of the eddy must increase 

by the inflow of bottom water and the diameter of the eddy 

ultimately is enlarged. Enlargement of an巴ddy'sdiameter 

must be accompanied with the巴ddy'sspin down phenome-

non， since the circulation of an eddy is constant in time. 

Thus the increasing volume of an eddy du巴 tothe radial 

increase must be maintain巴dby the water volum巴 sucked
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from the boUom viscous sub-layer. Since the excess energy 

equals that us巴dto suck up the boUom waters. th巴nthe 

energy dEs for sucking up is also given by 

dEs=ρπahW2da -・・・・(11)

where w is the suck up or upwelling velocity. From the Eqs・

(lO) and 帥.the velocity w is 

w=r;(21ra) -・・・(l2)

In the following s巴ction.the suck up velocity calculated by 

the r巴lation(l2) is compared with the measured values. 

4. Experiments 

Experiments were perform巴din a circulating water 

channel (Fig. 1)， of 10 to 15cm wat巴rdepth. Depths wer巴

chang巴dby varying the h巴ightof the w巴irinstalled at the 

end of the channel. Th巴 lengthsof headland wer巴 varied

from 15cm to a maximum of 30cm in 5-cm steps. and 

placed at a distance of 70cm from the channel end corre-

sponding to the upstream site. Th巴 wak巴 controlplate of 

25cm in 1巴ngthwas placed at a constant distance of 35cm 

from the headland. 

The generation period of巴ddiesand their sucking up 

velocities were also measur巴dexperimentally. Eddies sepa 

rat巴dat the tip of th巴headlandwere recorded with a video 

camera set abov巴thechannel. the generation periods wer巴

obtained by analyzing the records with a image analyzer. 

From Eq. (7). th巴theor巴ticalperiod depends on the headland 

l巴ngths.. the proportional constant K and the flow velocity 

U at the outer edge of the boundary layer at the tip of the 

headland. The length s. is known. but U and K are unknown. 

Their values. however. have to be given previously to ex目

amine the validity of the Eq. (7). The value of K can be 

inv巴stigatedtheoretically as shown in the later section. but 

W巴haveno appropriate theory to evaluate U. Therefore. by 

using the values of Ue measured experimentally at a fixed 

point instead of the theoretical U. we examined the relation司

ships between the ratios s./Ue and the measur巴dperiods T. 

Since if the measur巴dT are linear to the ratios s. /Ue• the 

proportional constant is equivalent to K. then it can be 

shown indirectly that Eq. (7) is valid. We define the veloci-

ties U e as the time and depth mean values of velocities 

measured at two layers of 3 and 5cm depth at a distance 

of 1.5cm from the tip of th巴 h巴adland.If we evaluate the 

thickness of boundary layer with the aid of the traditional 

formula Eq. (14). however which is valid only in the case of 

a plate in parall巴1flow and at zero incidence. then the thick 

ness is about 1.6cm at the end of a plate of length s. =25cm 

at velocity U = 2.0cm/s. In the case of length s. = 15cm at 

Water surface 

Flow 
Head1and 

民シ
..L-ム~

Channel base Wake control plate 

Photo 1 An example of the suck-up velocity 

measurement tests (test number YD 
25 as shown in table 1). 

velocity U = 0.5cm/s. the thickness is about 1.47cm. We 

know empirically that the thickness of boundary layer of a 

plate at right angle's incidence is thinner than that at zero 

incidenc巴 andthe velocity of boundary layer at right angle' s 

incid巴nc巴 tendsfaster to that outside the boundary layer 

than the velocity in the case of zero incidence. Therefore. 

it is reasonable to consider that the velocity measur巴dat 

th巴 typicalpoint represents one near the outer edge of 

boundary layer. 

The suck-up velocities were examined by observing 

movements of the dye adhered on the channel bed around 

the position where the initial eddies app巴ar.The movement 

of the dye were recorded on a video camera set on the 

channel sid巴. and the rising heights and required times 

measured with an image analyzer. The rising h巴ightwas 

defined as the distance from the bed to the height to which 

the dye was clearly observed to have been elevated from 

the b巴d.and the r巴quiredtime was defin巴das the time 

required to reach this h巴ight.The v巴locitiesobtained by 

such methods， therefore， are not the maximum velocities. 

but a mean velocity. However， after here we use the veloci 

ties obtained by this method as the approximate velocities 

for th巴maximumsuck-up velocities， since we have no rele-

vant and pertinent measurement t巴chniquesto obtain th巴

maximum instantaneous suck-up velocities. A typical exam 

ple of laboratory tests is shown in Photo 1. 
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5. Results and discussion 
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distribution in the boundary layer can be written from the 

analogy of that related to a flat plate at zero incid巴nt.

(1) Generation period 

Experimental results of gen巴rationperiods and suck 

up velocities are shown in Table 1. Missing values (aster-

isks) indicate that tracking of the top of dye was not possi 

ble. The theoretical generation period T is given by Eq. (7) 

and depends on the headland length 1. and th巴velocityU at 

the outer edge of the boundary layer in front of the h巴ad-

land wall. R巴lationshipsbetween the m巴asuredgeneration 

periods Te and the ratios of 1. to the velocity U e m巴asured

at the typical point mentioned in the previous section are 

shown in Fig. 5. These figures show that Te has a linear 

relationship with the ratio R./Ue showing slight variation and 

the proportion constant is 0.298. In this way th巴 linear

relationship between both paramet巴rscan be shown experi 

mentally. This indicates that the assumptions in Eqs. (1) to 

(7) are valid at least within our experiments. 

Here we discuss the constant K in Eq. (1) on the basis 

of the 1/7 -th-power velocity distribution law. The v巴locity

u = U(y/8)1/7 -・・・・M

wher巴 udenotes the temporal mean velocity in the boundary 

layer. and y is the distanc巴fromthe headland wall. wh巴reas

8 = 8 (R.) denotes the boundary layer thickness which is a 

function of distance 1.. Schlichting7l investigated the bound-

ary layer thickness in turbulent flow and postulated the 1/ 

7 -th-pow巴rvelocity distribution law. He deduc巴dthat the 

non-dimensional thickness 8/1. is proportional to the power 

Re一1/5of the Reynolds number and the proportional con 

stant is 0.37. Using Schlichting' s results related to the 

boundary layer thickness. from this analogy. we represent 

the non-dimensional thickness as follows : 

8/1.=0. 37R-1!5. R=UR./ε ……(14) 

where R denotes a sort of Reynolds number calculated with 

th巴meanvelocity U at the outer edg巴ofthe boundary layer. 

the 1巴n以hof headland 1. and the apparent kinematic viscos-

ity e. Using Prandtl's mixing-length hypothesis in turbulent 

Test case h H 

Table 1 Generation periods and suck-up velocities. 

Te Hu te 

XA15 10.8 10.0 

XA20 10.8 10.0 

X A 25 10. 8 10. 0 

XA30 10.8 10.0 

X B 15 11. 0 10.0 

X B 20 11. 0 10.0 

X B 25 11. 0 10.0 

X B 30 11. 0 10.0 

X C 15 11. 2 10.0 

X C 20 11. 2 10.0 

X C 25 11. 2 10.0 

XD15 11.6 10.0 

X D 20 11. 6 10.0 

XD25 11.6 10.0 

Y A20 16.0 15.0 

Y A25 16.0 15.0 

Y A30 16.0 15.0 

Y B 20 16. 4 15. 0 

Y B 25 16. 4 15. 0 

Y B 30 16. 4 15. 0 

Y C 25 16. 7 15. 0 

YD15 17.0 15.0 

YD20 17.0 15.0 
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R.!Ue 

13.19 

15.35 

12. 72 

13.45 

10.30 

12.60 

9.63 

8.10 

5.36 

5.43 

5.25 

4.18 

5.20 

4.91 

14.41 

13.82 

11. 90 

9.02 

8.74 

8.45 

5.15 

4.41 

5.26 

4.91 * * 
4.52 *本

4.30 * * 
3.55 * * 
3.80 1.47 2.71 

3.15 1.65 2.29 

2.19 1.14 1.47 

1.70 2.14 1.11 

2.27 1.47 1.16 

2.13 1.05 0.90 

1.37 0.81 0.46 

1.52 1.19 0.84 

0.89 2.28 1.14 

0.68 1.25 0.44 

4.47 * * 
4.27 *申

3.30 * * 
3.09 0.63 1.29 

2.71 0.47 0.45 

2.03 0.40 0.24 

1.53 1.27 0.56 

1.59 0.67 0.45 

1.43 0.71 0.38 

We 

* 
本

* 
* 

0.62 

O. 79 

0.85 

1. 87 

1. 52 

1. 21 

1. 80 

1. 42 

2.08 

2.87 

* 
* 
* 

0.46 

1. 07 

1. 65 

2.27 

1. 52 

1. 94 

h : the water depth (units in cm). H : the height of weir (cm). Uo・theimpinging main velocity (cm/sec). 1.: the 

length of h巴adlandplat巴(cm).Ue : the typical v巴locityat the outer edge of the boundary lay巴rappear巴din front 

of the headland (cm/sec). T e : the generation period (sec). H u : the rising height (cm). te: the required time 

(sec). We: the maximum suck up velocity (cm/sec). *: measurements not possible. 
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Fig. 5 Relationships between the measured 

generation periods Te and the ratios 

Q/ Ue of headland length to typical 

velocities measured at a distance of 

the length P. and the proportional constant K is 0.18. The 

巴xperimentalvalue of K is given as K = 0.298/(π/2) =0.19 

from Fig. 5， in which all巴xperimentaldat巴 areplott巴dinω 

cluding data from different water depths. The experimental 

value of K is very close to that of the theoretical value. 

indicating that the pr巴cedingassumptions of our theoretical 

developm巴ntare valid 

(2) SuckべJpvelocity 

If the circulation and the radius of an eddy ar巴 known

in Eq. (1~ ， then we can calculate the theor巴ticalsuck-up ve-

locity. If we use the radius of the initial eddy as the radius 

a as in Eq. 車~， then the calculat巴dvelociti巴sgiv日sthe max-

imum suck-up velocities， because the circulation is constant 

in time and the equation represents the suck up velocity 

which is in invers巴proportionto th巴radius.The circulation 

and th巴radiusof the initial巴ddycan be evaluated from Eq. 

(3) and Eq. (6) respectively， by using the measured Ue instead 

of velocity U at the outer edge and th巴 theor巴ticalvalue 

1.5 cm from the tip on an extend line 0.18 as th巴constantK. 

along the headland. Fig. 6. shows a comparison of the measured (We) and 

The regression line is drawn using least squares. the calculated suck-up velocities (We/). Th巴 calculated

曜診

2. 5 
A 

4争

イ 唱静

• 1 1- /.: 
0.51 

O. 5 1.5 2 2. 5 3 

Wet 
Fig. 6 Comparison of measured and calculated 

suck-up velocities. 

flow and the 1/7 -th“power v巴locitydistribution law shown 

in Eq. (1乱w巴deducethe following expression for th巴appar

ent kinematic viscosity 

戸 82 ~u I v~8=上8U.dy IYυ 

From Eq. (14) and (H~ w巴 have

-・・・(l5)

8 = (0.375/7) 1/4 p. = O. 18P.. ……(l6) 

Therefore the boundary layer thickness is proportional to 

velocities have a tend巴ncyto b巴 alittle larger than the 

measured velocities， however， the plotted points distribute 

approximately along the line with an incline of 45 degrees 

6. Conclusions 

We have developed a theory related to the suckぺlp

phenomenon and the generation p巴riodof an eddy separated 

at the tip of a headland， and verified this theory via experi-

mental data. Th巴 mainresults obtained in this study are as 

follows; 

1) Eddies are generated when flow separation occurs at 

th巴 tipat th巴 headland.They flow down accompanying 

spin-down phenomenon and the s吐ck-upeffect at the 

bottom boundary layer 

2) By using the 1/7 -th-power velocity distribution law 

andPrandle's mixing-length theory， we d巴rivedtheoreti 

cally that the boundary layer thickness developing along 

th巴 headlandwall is proportional to the headland length 

and the proportional constant is 0.18‘The experimental 

value for the proportional constant is 0.19 and closely 

approximates the theoretical value. 

3) Since the circulation of a separated eddy is constant in 

time from the Kelvin's circulation theorem in an invis叩

cous barotropic fluid， the circulation r is given as r = 

π8U/2. 

4) Th巴generationperiod T and the radius ao of the initial 

eddy are given by T =π8/(2U)， ao出 8/2=K.P/2，respec-
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tively 

5) Assu即時 thatthe excess en巴rgyappeared virtually 

accompanying the eddy's spin down is completely con 

sumed by sucking up bottom waters， the suck-up velocity 

of eddy is formulated as W口 r/(2rra).

6) The calculated values are consistent with the measur巴d

values except that the calculated suckべlpV巴locitieshave 

a tend巴ncyto be a little larger than the measured ones 
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岬先端で剥離する渦の吸い込み速度

一理論値と実験{直の比較一

糸関長敬・大竹 臣哉・中村 充

和文 要 旨

岬先端で剥離する渦の発生周期と渦の吸い込み現象について検討した。景IJ離J筒は自らスピンダウンしなが

ら余剰エネルギーを生じ，その余剰エネルギーは底潜水の吸い上げに消費される。剥離後の渦は非粘性の

Rankinn Combined Vortexとし，剥離時の仰の前商に発達する境界}欝厚さを1/7乗速度分布別およびプラント

ルの混合距離理論を用いて定式化し，吸い込み速度，発生周期について実験と比較して理論の有効性を確認

し7こ。
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